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ABSTRACT

We present the SS7Box modular signaling platform, a tool
for rapid application prototyping in a cellular mobile net-
work, and examine in detail its performance limits for the
application of active network-based tracking, called SS7Trac-
ker. This application is a highly configurable, non-intrusive
and cost-effective solution for large-scale data collection on
user mobility in the network, uniquely enabling tracking of
both active and passive mobile clients. We present perfor-
mance studies of real deployment in an existing cellular net-
work and document the measured as well as simulated per-
formance limits such as platform interconnection utilization.
Other factors, such as impact on battery consumption of
the tracked device, are studied as well. Platform modular-
ity and variability is discussed and demonstrated by further
deployed use cases. We conclude by observing promising
applicability for future cellular networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.m [Computer-Communication Networks]: Miscel-
laneous

General Terms

Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords

SS7, GSM, cellular network, active tracking, mobility

1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary mobile networks contain a treasure of in-

formation, be it on the human mobility patterns or on the
dynamics of network traffic, as well as high potential for of-
fering users innovative applications. Mining this vast data
for the purpose of improvements of the network itself or
for offering novel services is a challenge still not adequately
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addressed by current technology. Developing and testing
highly configurable and scalable but also cost-effective tools
for rapid network service prototyping is a pre-requisite for
carrying out tasks such as data acquisition about user mo-
bility in the network and thus enabling further studies such
as analyzing user migration patterns, recommending real-
time network improvements or offering novel services.

Research activities abound both in the tracking and lo-
calization platform design and in building applications ex-
ploiting the location data. By tracking a user in the network
we mean collecting continuous information on subscriber’s
network footprint (e.g. cell associations), whereas by user
localization we understand determining (or estimating) the
user’s current geographical coordinates.

Existing localization and tracking techniques can be clas-
sified as network-based and terminal-based. Terminal-based
techniques [56, 49, 29] achieve good accuracy, but require
special hardware or software at the terminal. The best
known representative is Global Positioning System (GPS),
which provides high accuracy but poor availability: one
study found only 4.5% user-time coverage in tests with the
device carried in users’ pockets during a day [49]. Whereas
the hardware solutions tend to be less limiting for evolv-
ing mobile devices, software add-ons reduce the target user
group to cooperating users, precluding universal coverage.
Network-based techniques possess the advantage that every
user benefits from them. They differ in the extent of network
update needed, and face the trade-off between implemen-
tation costs and location accuracy. A representative of the
network-based approach in cellular networks is Cell-ID local-
ization: the user-associated Cell-ID is retrieved and paired
with the geographic position of the base station serving the
cell or of the cell coverage area. The accuracy of this method
is relatively coarse-grained because cell coverage areas vary
from hundreds of meters to few kilometers. However Cell-
ID localization has already proved useful for certain appli-
cations [55, 21].

With network-based tracking, both active and passive ap-
proaches may be used [8]. Active tracking is based on pe-
riodic querying of the network about the tracked devices.
Conversely, passive tracking uses billing information, gen-
erated during out-going call/SMS/data between a mobile
phone and the network. These records contain the start and
the end cell of a user’s communication. The advantage of
active tracking is that it can track subscribers who are not
using the mobile phone at that time, whereas the obvious
disadvantage is the extra traffic. Passive tracking produces
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sparser user information, highly dependent on the mobile
phone usage pattern. Both methods are used in mobility and
human activity research (see Section 2), but active tracking
is more accurate because it can collect information at an
arbitrary frequency and it tracks even passive subscribers.

The main problem with network-based active tracking is
that accurate information about a user’s location within the
network is available only after a specific request, because the
network does not maintain the location information auto-
matically up-to-date. In this paper we address the fact that
the type of the location request, coupled with the limits on
the number of tracked users, tracking frequency and result-
ing impact on the network is not well understood (this was
only partially evaluated in [27]). In addition, existing mo-
bile location systems are primarily heavy weight, business-
oriented solutions. Low-cost, lightweight, research-tailored
platforms for development of mobility tracking applications,
deployable within arbitrary 2G GSM networks and without
strong assumptions on network-equipment supplier are not
available.

In this work, we present SS7Box, a universal modular
platform realizing the business logic of telecommunication-
oriented applications. Although the platform implements
several applications, this paper mainly presents its core func-
tionality: user-Cell-ID association tracking and Cell-ID lo-
calization. We also present the SS7Tracker application built
on the SS7Box platform. This application provides mobile-
phone active tracking and network-based localization and
has been implemented within a live GSM network. We show
that our solution is able to track thousands of subscribers
simultaneously, with a period in the order of minutes. We
validate the practical performance limits of the tracking ap-
plication using a simulated model based on real network
measurements, and follow with theoretical evaluation.

Our signaling platform is built on common hardware and
implemented with widely used and available development
tools. Mobile device tracking uses queries imperceptible to
the tracked subscriber and does not require subscriber co-
operation. The subscriber’s Cell-ID association information
is acquired purely from the mobile network signaling mes-
sages of the Mobile Application Part (MAP) [6] protocol of
the standard SS7 (Signaling System # 7) protocol suite [33].
The main features of the SS7Tracker application are:

• Active tracking, which is more fine-grained than pas-
sive tracking.

• The solution is non-intrusive to the existing signaling
network equipment in the sense that it does not de-
mand any software or hardware changes either in the
network core elements or in the tracked mobile devices.

• The application is able to track any subscriber of the
GSM network, even if his or her mobile phone is not
equipped with GPS or if the subscriber is passive.

• It provides real-time localization with only a small de-
lay caused by propagation of messages in the network.

The main contribution of this work is the detailed archi-
tectural description and performance analysis of the tracking
mechanism and of the underlying modular platform.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work and Section 3 provides insight into GSM and
SS7 technologies. Section 4 describes the key concepts of

the modular platform and of active tracking in cellular net-
works. Section 5 describes the platform interconnection
within GSM. Section 6 covers the platform architecture de-
tails. Section 7 discusses tracking-application constraints
from the network and architecture perspective, and Section 8
presents the tracking-application performance evaluation us-
ing real-network measurements as well as simulations. Sec-
tion 9 documents how the modular architecture enables fast
implementation of new use-cases. Section 10 discusses secu-
rity and privacy issues while Section 11 concludes the paper
with a summary of our contribution and general discussion
of platform applicability.

2. RELATED WORK
Existing signaling platforms comprise complex, ready-to-

deploy solutions [19] (formerly [32]), as well as developer-
oriented solutions [31]. Development on these platforms
is either provided by the vendor or limited by the plat-
form API. Unlike these robust and business-ready platforms,
SS7Box is intended to be a lightweight solution for proof-of-
concept applications in research and engineering. Its ca-
pability of full customability on all architecture layers also
makes it useful in an academic environment.

Various works have already dealt with localizing mobile
entities in GSM networks. Paper [46] summarizes the main
approaches to localization, including the Cell-ID positioning
technique we use. The advantages and disadvantages of Cell-
ID positioning are discussed in Reference [55]. An alterna-
tive approach to Cell-ID retrieval is described in patent [11].
It uses the Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD)
message to update Cell-ID information. The approach pre-
sented in this paper offers an additional advantage of dif-
ferentiating between users subscribed to different networks
and consequently prevents wasting of network resources.

Alternative localization techniques are discussed in [45,
49, 52, 56, 59]. Systematic energy-efficient techniques of
position tracking have been discussed in [37]. Most current
efforts rely on mobile terminals, which may report their GPS
coordinates or currently visible cells (e.g. Google Latitude
location service [29]) over the network for the purpose of
localization, but this requires user cooperation. Localizing
passive, non-communicating users, is beyond the reach of
majority of the methods.

There have also been significant standardization efforts
[2, 42] and corporate initiatives for location-based services
(LBS). A prominent example of a LBS platform is Erics-
son Mobile Positioning System [22]. In comparison with it,
SS7Tracker is a lightweight solution, deployable by adding
only a single node into the network.

The use of mobile phone location data in mobility and
human activity research is still in its infancy. Large-scale
study of mobility patterns based on call records was pre-
sented in [28]. Researchers in Tallinn used active tracking
to investigate daily-activities and mobility patterns of city
inhabitants and commuters [8] and passive tracking to inves-
tigate tourists’ spatial mobility [9]. Possible use of mobile
phone location data in the urban analysis of Rome is de-
scribed in [47].

3. GSM AND SS7 PRIMER
In this paper, we deal only with cellular networks only.

A cellular network is a wireless network whose radio coverage
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Figure 1: Cellular network topology Base stations typ-
ically host several, most often three, directional antennae.
Antenna served area is approximated by Voronoi tessella-
tion [10] based on base station locations and antenna di-
rections. The representation is useful to estimate the area
each cell covers, as accurately as the data obtained from the
cooperating mobile network operator allow.

is made up of a number of radio cells each served by at
least one fixed-location transceiver known as the base station
(see Figure 1). GSM, UMTS and other 3G networks are
prominent examples of cellular network architectures.

According to European Telecommunications Standards In-
stitute standards, the GSM network structure is divided into
a Network Switching Subsystem and a Base Station Subsys-
tem [30].

The Network Switching Subsystem (often called core net-
work) is a wired backbone that allows mobile phones to com-
municate with each other and with mobile devices in other
networks. The core network consists of Mobile Switching
Centers (MSC) which are primary service delivery nodes re-
sponsible for handling voice calls and other services. A spe-
cial type of MSC is a Short Message Service Centre (SMSC)
which supports sending and receiving of text messages –
SMS. Besides, various databases are present in the core
network: the Home Location Register (HLR) is a central
database that manages information about users authorized
to use the network; Visitor Location Registers (VLR) are
databases of temporary data about users currently present
in a particular set of cells.

The Base Station Subsystem operates the radio part of a
the network and is responsible for handling traffic and signal-
ing between mobile phones and the core network. Each cell
is identified by a Cell-ID and served by a Base Transceiver
Station (BTS) and a Base Station Controller (BSC).

Any mobile network must have mechanisms to locate and
deliver services to its arbitrarily moving users. In GSM,
these mechanisms are called location update and paging. Lo-
cation update is a procedure allowing mobile device to report
its current cell to the network, typically performed when
a user crosses boundaries of the so called “location areas”
(those are geographically large, consisting of tens to hun-
dreds of cells) or after a significant time (order of hours in
GSM by default). The identity of each user’s last known
cell is stored in VLR network registers, and updated infre-
quently using location updates. Paging is a procedure of
actively searching for a user within the latest location area
stored for her in a VLR network register. It is performed
when communication (SMS, voice call) is being established
with the user. The cell information is thus guaranteed to

be up-to-date in the network only when the user is actively
communicating.

Establishment and control of voice circuits in the tele-
phone network is provided by signaling protocols, carried
out-of-band, in separate signaling links that use message
switching [35]. Signaling protocols used in telecommunica-
tion networks worldwide are grouped in the Signaling Sys-
tem Number 7 (SS7) standard [33]. The SS7 protocol stack
defines protocols at several layers. The signaling platform,
presented in this paper, focuses mainly on the top-most layer
of the SS7 protocol stack, Mobile Application Part (MAP),
which enables applications in the GSM core network.

4. KEY CONCEPTS
The SS7Box is a universal signaling platform based on

the SS7 protocol suite, deployed in a GSM network. Its
architecture adopts the pipe and filter paradigm [54] that
describes systems consisting of any number of components
(filters) which transform or filter data and pass it on to other
components via connectors (pipes). This paradigm allows
to build robust, modifiable, reusable, coherent and possibly
parallel systems.

The SS7Box implements filters as modules and pipes as
messages and queues. Moreover, the modules are organized
into a layered structure to allow better management and
understanding of the system.

SS7Box focuses on network-based active tracking, based
on periodic querying of information about the cell that the
tracked user is associated to. It provides two services.

First, the platform provides the Cell-ID retrieval service,
which retrieves a timestamped identifier of the cell the trac-
ked user is associated to. Second, the platform provides
user-Cell-ID association tracking service (see Figure 2), that
retrieves the cell identifier of the user periodically with in-
terval δ and returns a history of user-Cell-ID associations
with timestamps ti. The time interval between consecutive
timestamps is not constant, i.e., |ti+1 − ti| = δ + ∆N , where
δ denotes fixed tracking interval and ∆N denotes variable
network response time. The Cell-ID is not available for a
user not subscribed to the network (e.g., offline or abroad).

The SS7Tracker uses queries generally imperceptible by
the user to force the user’s mobile device to communicate
with the network for a short time. This triggers the net-
work’s paging mechanism to update the cell information for
the user, allowing its subsequent retrieval from network reg-
isters.

Figure 2: User-Cell-ID association tracking output
Timestamped history of user-Cell-ID associations for two
users. (left) Log, one Cell-ID retrieval per line. (right) Vi-
sualization on a map. The first user (north on the map)
visited 5 cells and then switched to a rival network (with
different VLR, see the log). The second user visited 3 cells
and then switched the mobile phone off.
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To force communication with the mobile device, a special
class of SMS (Message Waiting Indicator Group, [4]) is sent
to the user. This message is usually used to set the indica-
tion of voicemail, fax mail or e-mail active or inactive. Not
to burden the user, we explicitly discard the message after
delivery, so the mobile device does not store it in the mem-
ory. Moreover, as the mobile device is able to receive this
kind of message irrespective of memory availability [4], its
delivery is guaranteed. We denote this short message SMS
Class 0.

Apart from this solution, three following methods of in-
voking mobile device radio activity could be used.

Data oriented approach As the fraction of mobile de-
vices with permanently active data-connection (e.g. GPRS,
EDGE) grows, data oriented approaches become attractive.
Nevertheless, even for always-on data connection, a mobile
device with no data to send resides in a standby GPRS state
which implies that no information about its current cell is
available within the current Location Area. One could try to
send an ICMP echo request (known as a ping) to the user’s
IP address to make the mobile device communicate and to
let the location information propagate among core network
registers. However, the network would have to search for the
user in her current Location Area using the paging proce-
dure. Moreover, both signaling channels and traffic channels
would have to be established. Compared to the SMS-based
solution, which uses signaling channels only, the ICMP ping
would use radio resources much more extensively. In addi-
tion, the SMS-based solution is universal.

USSD oriented approach An approach exploiting USSD
messages was already discussed in Section 2.

CAMEL protocol A feasible alternative using CAMEL
[1] protocol enhancement of location information retrieval
will be discussed later, after the SMS-based approach de-
scription in Section 5.2.

5. SS7BOX INTEGRATION INTO GSM
In this section we describe SS7Box integration into GSM

network together with the Cell-ID retrieval process.

5.1 Interconnection into GSM Network
Our R&D Centre for Mobile Applications (RDC) at the

premises of Czech Technical University in Prague is inter-
connected with the Vodafone live network.

SS7Box interconnection into the described network struc-
ture is shown in Figure 3. The SS7Box resides in the RDC
perimeter, together with its own MSC to which it is con-

Figure 3: Interconnection of SS7Box into GSM

Figure 4: Decision graph for the Cell-ID retrieval

nected using one E1 telephony line with one Pulse-Code
Modulation timeslot monitored by Tektronix K1205 network
analyzer. The RDC MSC is connected to the cooperating
mobile network via one E1 telephony line. A voice trunk
is also connected to the remote MSC transit switch as one
pair of signaling lines connected to remote Signaling Transfer
Points (STPs). These connections allow exchanging voice,
data traffic and signaling messages needed for example for
roaming, SMSes and intelligent network testing. The ad-
dress plan used within RDC is visible from the cooperating
network, thus connections can be established both from the
cooperating network to SS7Box and vice versa.

The solution is non-intrusive to the existing network in
the sense that it does not demand any software or hard-
ware changes either in the network elements or in the mobile
phones. Once developed, the solution is easy to deploy, the
most demanding being the hardware part, where the mini-
mum requirements are a server equipped with an SS7 signal-
ing card (for example [16]), a MSC and a E1 telephony line
connected to the SS7 signaling network. The cooperation of
the mobile operator is crucial though, especially in permit-
ting the signaling messages and VLR queries throughout its
own network.

An important benefit of the SS7Box non-intrusiveness is
cost-effectivity. When compared with solutions involving
software or hardware changes to network elements through-
out the network, such as [22], the cost of SS7Box deployment
is an order of magnitude lower [50].

5.2 Cell-ID Retrieval Process
SS7Tracker uses a sequence of three MAP primitives to

obtain Cell-ID of any user subscribed to the cooperating
network (see Figure 4). The only input of the process is
the Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN) of the user
whose Cell-ID is to be retrieved. First, the VLR currently
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Figure 5: SS7 message flow for obtaining user Cell-ID The vertical lines represent time, note the definitions of time
intervals between the messages on the left.

responsible for the user needs to be found, which is done by
a Send Routing Info For Short Message request. If the user’s
mobile phone is off, the response contains an error, otherwise
it contains user’s International Mobile Subscriber Identity
(IMSI) and VLR number, from which the mobile network
where the user is subscribed can be determined. To not
burden other rival networks, the process is stopped in case
that the user is outside the cooperating network. Next, an
invisible SMS Class 0 is sent to the user. Its delivery leads to
an update of Cell-ID information in the network. Finally, an
up-to-date Cell Global Identity (CGI) and Age Of Location
(AOL) is retrieved using a Provide Subscriber Info request.
CGI contains mobile country code, mobile network code,
location area code and the cell identification (Cell-ID).

For simplicity, the above description depicts only steps
performed by SS7Box itself. Figure 5 contains the detailed
message flow of the Cell-ID retrieval process, including mes-
sages triggered to be sent by other network elements. The
message flow starts with the Send Routing Info For Short
Message sent by SS7Box to the user’s home HLR, which may
or may not be located abroad (msg 1–2). It continues with
a request to send SMS Class 0 to the user, expressed via a
Forward Short Message request sent by the SS7Box to a co-
operating SMS-Centre (msg 3–4). Then follows the process
of SMS delivery (msg 5–18) performed by the SMSC, in co-
operation with VLR where the SMS recipient is subscribed,
which basically comprises paging and SMS delivery itself.
With respect to the Cell-ID retrieval, paging is important
— it ends with the Process Access Request (msg 12) that
updates location information in the VLR with CGI of the
cell where the user is found.

Finally the Provide Subscriber Info message is sent by
SS7Box to the already known VLR where the user is sub-
scribed, and the Cell-ID just updated using paging is re-
trieved (msg 19–20).

To overcome an obvious overhead of the SMS-forced pag-
ing procedure, a different signaling primitive could be used.
Based on CAMEL Phase 3 standard [1], messages Any Time
Interrogation (ATI) including parameter ”current location”
and Provide Subscriber Info with additional parameter ”ac-
tive location retrieval requested” can be sent, which imme-
diately invokes a paging procedure by MSC/VLR [41]. Nev-
ertheless, in spite of other useful features, a full implemen-
tation of CAMEL protocol is not commonly present in most
contemporary mobile networks.

6. SS7BOX DESCRIPTION
The SS7Box is a universal modular signaling platform

software, realizing basic SS7 network Signaling Point func-
tionality and business logic of particular telecommunication
applications. It can be easily deployed on any machine
equipped with a PCI BUS and running Linux or Solaris op-
erating system.

6.1 Hardware, OS and Languages
The SS7Box was developed on the Sun Netra 1120 server.

This hardware was widely used by the cooperating GSM
operator and is supported by the signaling hardware ven-
dor. Signaling to GSM network is realized using the Dialogic
SPCI4 signaling card [16] plugged in the server PCI bus.

The SS7Box server runs Solaris 8 OS, thus Java or C++
can be used as programming languages. We implemented
SS7Box in C++ so that hardware drivers do not have to be
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wrapped by JNI technology. We used GNU toolchain with
GCC version 3.2.2. Management scripts for system start-up
and recovery scenarios were implemented in Python.

6.2 SS7Box Architecture Concepts
The SS7Box architecture is modular. Executive units are

called modules while communication is realized by messages
and message queues.

The SS7Box implementation distinguishes between hard-
ware interface and application messages and queues. For
hardware interface queues, message format and queue oper-
ations are based on the software environment provided by
the signaling hardware vendor. These queues are created
and managed by the signaling card helper utility. In con-
trast, application queues use a SS7Box-specific structure,
which enables simpler access to the message content: they
are implemented by standard UNIX IPC and created and
managed by SS7Box code.

The SS7Box modules are categorized into three layers:
hardware interface, core and application layer (see Figure 6).

The hardware interface layer modules are responsible for
providing SS7 protocol stack functionality. Their implemen-
tation is based on software provided by the signaling hard-
ware vendor.

The core layer modules provide various services, such as
system management, logging, or messages routing. Modules
in core layer translate the hardware interface messages to ap-
plication messages and vice versa. Moreover this layer con-
tains modules implementing the basic SS7 network SSP/SCP
functionality (HLR, MSC).

Figure 6: SS7Box layered architecture Modules, mes-
sage queues and important data flows. Any module has at
most two input queues – one application and one hardware
interface queue. The number of queues a module can send
messages to is not limited.

The application layer modules realize business logic.
The following are modules important for the SS7Tracker

application (other modules are described in Section 9):
MAP module is the end-point of SS7 protocol suite main-

tained by the signaling card software. It provides services of
MAP protocol layer to core layer modules.

MAP-User module routes messages from the MAP mod-
ule to core layer modules (HLR, MSC or QueryCellId) and
vice versa. This enables more than one core layer module to
communicate with the MAP module.

LOG module gathers and logs important events from ev-
ery module, watches over suspicious events and informs the
management module if needed.

QueryCellId implements the Cell-ID retrieval process,
described in Section 5.2.

Tracker module coordinates tracking queries. It uses
the QueryCellId module and makes decisions about queries
based on answers it receives from this module.

Location Update Feed Filter (LUFF) module pro-
vides a list of all MSISDNs currently subscribed to the net-
work. The list is based on Location Update events which
are recorded on-line during user movement between differ-
ent Location Areas. The feed of Location Updates is redi-
rected from the network to SS7Box, filtered according by
the LUFF module according to a target group for tracking
and forwarded to the Tracker module.

A special role in the SS7Box architecture is played by the
Management module included in the core layer. First,
it allows execution of remote commands received via HTTP
protocol using XML-RPC standard and hence remote ad-
ministration of the system is possible. Second, it repeatedly
checks the system by sending “Are you alive” messages to
other modules and, in case of some module failure, runs par-
ticular recovery scenario. These scenarios are implemented
in the Python language and thus can be changed easily.

7. SOLUTION CONSTRAINTS

7.1 GSM Network Constraints
Active tracking based on SMS sending is a complex pro-

cess that involves many signaling network nodes like HLR,
VLR, SMSC, MSC, BSC and BTS. Although each of these
nodes can be a bottleneck, we believe that the narrowest
bottleneck is the Air interface between the Base Transceiver
Station (BTS) and the Mobile Station (MS). This bottle-
neck is caused by the limited number of signaling channels
and time it takes to deliver SMS through these channels.
According to [40] one signaling channel is occupied typically
for 4-5 seconds during one SMS delivery. Usually, GSM cells
have 4 - 12 signaling channels used for SMS delivery. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes approximate number of SMSes deliverable
to one GSM cell per minute.

Neither the SMSC buffer nor the MS memory capacity is a
concern; Mobile Station memory is not affected by tracking
because SMS Class 0 is not saved in MS memory [4]. Based
on active tracking message flow (Figure 4) SMSes are sent

Number of signaling Typical cell configuration
channels per cell 1 4 12

No. of SMS per minute 15 60 180

Table 1: Approximate number of deliverable SMSes
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only to users who are available for SMS delivery and hence
the memory of SMSC is not affected either.

Finally, other signaling nodes in the operator network and
their interconnections can potentially be a bottleneck. How-
ever, nodes are usually dimensioned for high performance1

and mostly doubled to guarantee availability in case of fail-
ure. Moreover, we adopt a token bucket traffic shaping
mechanism to spread individual location retrieval requests
of a large group of users in time. The capacity of the token
bucket is adjusted both to the overall count of tracked users
and the tracking interval, which results in sending small-
sized bursts that contribute at most 3% to average SMSC
traffic load per second.

The tracking process definitely entails an overhead for the
network, but as presented in Section 8.3 and in comparison
to average SMS/voice/data traffic, the impact is negligible.
One location retrieval request amounts to one half of sig-
naling messages needed for mobile-to-mobile SMS [3] and
about three-fifths of Mobile Terminated Call signaling mes-
sages count [30].

7.2 SS7Box Architecture Constraints
The limits of queues, of the whole system and of the signal-

ing card are analyzed separately. Regarding the queues, the
first limit is their number: at most 256 hardware interface
queues and 256 application queues can exist in the system
simultaneously. These limits come from the software envi-
ronment provided by the signaling card manufacturer [18]
and from the size of the memory allocated for application
queues.

The semantics of application queue operation is blocking,
thus no application message can be lost. Every message is
340 bytes long. To avoid overhead caused by blocking, the
application message queue capacity has been significantly
increased beyond the system default to more than 900 mes-
sages, which was experimentally tested as sufficient.

Implementation of hardware interface queues uses a mes-
sage pool. The message life-cycle starts when the message is
fetched from the pool and when not needed, it is explicitly
returned.

System-wide limits are determined by operational memory
usage and CPU utilization. To study these demands, we
repeatedly logged the output of the top command-line utility
every 10 seconds. From the logs, we analyzed the memory
used (sum of RAM and swap) and sum of module’s share of
the elapsed CPU time. The results summarized in Table 2
show low CPU and memory demands.

The installed signaling card uses one time slot of an E1
signaling link. This limits the data rate to 64 kB/s. More-
over, the line utilization policies described in Section 8.3
must be applied. For data intensive applications, the hard
drive capacity and access time could be crucial, but, given
the data rate, they are not a limit.

The signaling card enables a limited number of simulta-
neous active dialogs. The hardware limit of the Dialogic
SPCI4 card with hardware based SS7 protocol stack is 4096
simultaneous MAP/TCAP dialogs [17]. This could be con-
sidered a significant limit. Nevertheless, measurements and
simulations described in Section 8 reveal that dialog limits
are not a concern.

1For example, the SMSC in our cooperating mobile network
operator is provisioned to handle 2000 SMS per second.

State
Used RAM + swap [MB]
max mean variance

Restarted OS 120 119.8 0.14
Not tracking 165 164.3 0.25
Tracking 2 subscribers 166 164.6 0.21
Tracking 8 subscribers 169 168.6 0.36

State
CPU share [%]

max mean variance

Not tracking 0.12 0.10 0.000
Tracking 2 subscribers 0.85 0.33 0.024
Tracking 8 subscribers 2.03 0.39 0.155

Table 2: SS7Box memory demands and sum of share
of CPU time of SS7Tracker modules Values were an-
alyzed for following system states: restarted OS, OS with
modules in idle state and during tracking of two and eight
subscribers with one minute tracking period.

SMS delivery time [s]
min max mean 95% quantile var

3.6514 5.9649 4.6888 5.8253 0.2913

Table 3: SMS delivery time in GSM Values were ob-
tained from a short measurement of 64 SMS delivery pro-
cesses.

7.3 SMS Based Active Tracking Constraints
The active tracking principle described is limited only in

terms of minimum tracking interval, i.e., the possible mini-
mum time between two consecutive Cell-ID retrievals. This
time should be at least ∆N for a hypothetical zero-length
fixed time interval, where ∆N denotes the maximum vari-
able network response time required for the retrieval. ∆N is
not only the sum of service response times of adjacent net-
work nodes (TSRI for HLR, TSMS for SMSC, TPSI for VLR)
but particularly the SMS delivery delay (T∆SMS in Figure 5)
with value in order of seconds.

The minimum time between two consecutive Cell-ID re-
trievals for the same user in the current implementation for
GSM network is limited to an approximate value of 6 sec-
onds. This conclusion comes from a short experimental mea-
surement of SMS delivery interval. We activated an SMS
delivery report and we measured the time T∆SMS between
sending an SMS and reception of the delivery report. The
results are summarized in Table 3.

7.4 Impact on Battery of Tracked Device
Regular receiving of SMS has observable impact on the

tracked mobile device energy consumption. To measure how
much the energy consumption is influenced, the following ex-
periment was performed on Sony Ericsson W810i, P900 and
K750i mobile phones. Tested phones were fully charged and
afterwards their battery state was read every four hours for
100 hours. During the experiment, the tested phones were
switched on in ready state, they were placed at one single
location and they performed no other activity (e.g. calls or
SMS reception) to provide stable conditions. Afterwards,
the same measurement was repeated, but the phones were
tracked with one minute interval.

The Mobile Phone Inspector software [44] was used to read
battery state. The exact method of battery state measure-
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Figure 7: Impact of tracking on device battery state
Time evolution of battery state of non tracked phone and
the same phone tracked with one minute period. Dashed
lines show linear interpolation of values for tracking with
period of two and five minutes.

Tracking interval int [min]
σint

K750i W810i P900

1 (measured values) 1.75 1.9 1.99
2 (linear interpolation) 1.38 1.45 1.49
5 (linear interpolation) 1.15 1.18 1.20

Table 4: Relative increase of battery consumption
σint = δint

BST /δBSNT , where δint

BST (δBSNT ) denotes linear
regression of change of battery state from the beginning
of measurement in case the device is tracked with an in-
terval int (is not tracked respectively). δBST and δBSNT

are marked in Figure 7. Values for a two and five minute
tracking interval are expected battery states calculated from
measured values as their linear interpolation.

ment (and its precision) used by this software is not avail-
able, but we checked that the values obtained by the software
are equal to the values read from display of K750i phone.
We consider the obtained values to be precise enough for
comparison of energy consumption of the tracked and non-
tracked mobile device.

The impact on battery state is depicted in Figure 7. The
tracked device consumes approximately two times more en-
ergy in case it is tracked with 1 minute period than without
tracking (see Table 4). This interval was chosen to obtain
the upper bound of energy consumption – the optimal inter-
val is obviously dependent on the application, but as shown
in Figure 8 (originally from [20]), a 5 minute interval ensures
more than 70% probability that a device will not change its
cell. For the application intended, a 2 minute tracking in-
terval is sufficient [21].

7.5 Fundamental Constraints
Many of the constraints presented so far are not hard con-

straints. The solution is scalable - one may add more E1 in-
terconnection lines to enlarge the data rate available, boost
server RAM or CPU, buy a new signaling card with bet-
ter performance or even deploy more SS7Box elements to
the network. But are there any fundamental limits of SMS
based active tracking? How much can the capacity be in-
creased? Can all network users be tracked at the same time?

The limits exist and arise mainly from the constraints of
GSM technology itself. When increasing the number of Cell-
ID retrievals per time unit, more SMS Class 0 queries need
to be sent, and both the SMSC capacity and number of SM-
Ses deliverable to a single BTS per minute can be exceeded
(see Table 1 for BTS limits). While more SMSCs may be
added to the network, the per-BTS limit of deliverable SM-
Ses is very costly to change since every BTS in the network
would need an upgrade, and cannot be increased beyond a
relatively low technology-specific value.

High availability required in signaling networks is achieved
by providing diverse extra capacity of signaling links to han-
dle the load of any failed component [34]. In case of failure,
other parts of the network will accept the load from the
failed link. To ensure this, utilization ρ of every link should
not exceed a value of maximum utilization ρmax. Moreover
every link should be able to handle utilization of 2ρmax. The
value of ρmax usually lies between 0.2 and 0.4 [34]. Adding
an arbitrary new node in the signaling network must be ei-
ther supported with sufficient signaling link capacity or the
load it generates must be held under allowed level of the con-
nection utilization. In Section 8 we show, how these limits
are fulfilled by the SS7Box.

8. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Knowing the solution constraints, a fundamental question

arises: How to set the tracking parameters to serve as many
users as possible with respect to the maximum signaling link
utilization allowed and the signaling card internal limits? In
this section we measure a real active tracking system and
propose a simulation model for system performance evalua-
tion under different tracking parameters.

The performance evaluation described here consists of fol-
lowing three logical steps: First, we analyze network be-
havior (i.e. distribution of relevant service response times).
Afterward, simulation using measured distributions is per-
formed to find optimal values of tracking parameters. Fi-
nally, the simulation is validated against line utilization mea-
sured on a network analyzer during tracking.

Figure 8: Probability of being associated with the
same cell after a time interval
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8.1 Tracking Measurements
The tracking process of a set of users is characterized by

several input parameters. These are 1) number of unique
users tracked, and 2) tracking interval δ, i.e., time between
consecutive Cell-ID retrievals of a user. In order to prevent
possible Air interface overload and to obey SMSC operating
limits (mentioned in Section 7.1), Cell-ID retrievals of a set
of users are distributed in time into small bursts described
by 3) burst size (number of Cell-ID retrievals in one burst)
and 4) burst delay, i.e., time between two consecutive bursts
starts. The last parameter is 5) overall time, i.e. duration
of the tracking.

To familiarize ourself with time dimension values in the
Cell-ID retrieval message flow, we executed several measure-
ments. Traces from the network analyzer monitoring the
signaling link interconnecting SS7Box into operator mobile
network have been carefully analyzed in order to retrieve
all time durations T from Figure 5 as well as lengths of
the sent and received messages. We focused particularly
on service response times distributions of adjacent network
nodes (HLR, SMSC, VLR), SS7Box working time and mes-
sage lengths variance. Until explicitly specified, all data
described in this section come from a measurement during
6 hours on a sample track with 500 users with a tracking
interval of 2 minutes, burst size 10 users and burst delay of
1 second. Thus, the total count of sent and received mes-
sages is about 700,000 messages.

Whereas 700K messages can be considered as sufficient for
statistical evaluation, one may ask a question, whether the
tracking extent of 500 is adequate for further statistical anal-
ysis of user behavior (e.g. mobility). The total count of users
needed is driven by requirements such as confidence level,
confidence interval (margin of error) and the total number
of users in a studied region (population). Whereas the se-
lected tracking extent is large enough to deliver statistically
significant results about the population with 95% confidence
level and margin of error 5%2, the main practical difficulty
is to obtain a representative sample of user population. The
proper sampling method selection is closely connected with
the purpose of the measured data and it is limited by the
spatio-temporal characteristics of users. A more detailed
discussion is out of the scope of this paper and will be a
part of our future research.

Table 5 summarizes service response times (SRT) of ad-
jacent network nodes. The distribution of TSRI is depicted
in Figure 9 left. Noticeable peaks around the values of 0.5
and 0.7 are caused by different message processing in adja-
cent network nodes (Figure 10) and communication latency
between local and foreign network nodes. The distribution
of TSMS is depicted in Figure 9 right. The distribution of
TPSI in Figure 11 left is multimodal, in contrast to the SRT
distributions. Detailed analysis of PSI messages revealed
that the PSI response messages are sent by various Mobile
Switching Centers (MSC), depending on location of the cur-
rently tracked user (Figure 12). Thus, the distribution of
TPSI is a mixture of distributions per MSC.

The working time of SS7Box modules, i.e., time between
receiving message response from the network and sending
a new request message is summarized in Table 6. Differ-

2Depends on a standard deviation of the measured charac-
teristics.

Interval Time [s] Time [s] msg len [B]
(service) median 95% quantile req res

TSRI (HLR) 0.3572 0.4910 107 121
TSMS (SMSC) 0.4384 0.5135 130 107
TPSI (VLR) 0.1392 0.1790 100 145

Table 5: Service response time distribution

Figure 9: SRI and SMS service response time

Figure 10: Service response time as a function of re-
sponse message length The main difference for SRI (left)
results from different message processing on network node
side, noticeably for messages of lengths 114 and 125 Bytes.
These messages contain additional “protocol version info”
field, which is costly to obtain. Similarly, the difference be-
tween SRT means as a function of PSI message lengths vary
more than theoretical transmission time, which is caused by
the presence of additional fields.

Figure 11: (left) PSI service response time distribu-
tion; (right) Message length distribution per type

ent types of messages are processed on SS7Box side with
different distributions as depicted in Figure 13.

The measured distributions are used as input for the track-
ing process simulation, described in the following section.

8.2 Simulation of Tracking Process
A faithful rendering of the communication process during

active tracking using SS7Box is modeled in Matlab R2008b
and SimEvents Library 2.3 using discrete-time queuing model
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Figure 12: Comparison of PSI service response
times per MSC Different response times per MSC are
caused by geographical and technological diversity. The bi-
modal character of most of the MSC SRT distributions is
caused most likely by traffic load-sharing between two Ser-
vice Transfer Points, interconnecting MSC in RDC with the
rest of the cooperating provider mobile network.

Interval
Time [s] Time [s]
median 95% quantile

TSRI SMS 0.0769 0.1374
TSMS PSI 9.0860 9.2074
TPSI SRI 119.8939 120.0146

Table 6: SS7Box working time

simulation, schematically depicted in Figure 14. Overall
simulation model characteristics are as follows: discrete-
time, probabilistic, closed and stable model.

The reasons for choosing a discrete-time model instead of
queueing analysis come from the fact that common signal-
ing link characteristics calculation based on M/G/1 models,
recommended by [34], is not viable because of violation of
inter-arrival time and arrival process distribution assump-
tions. Due to the complex arrival time distribution of Cell-
ID retrieval requests, based on active tracking attributes, we
would be forced to use the most general G/G/1 model, which
could hide possible special system characteristics. Moreover,
the simulation allows to study attributes not covered in stan-
dard queuing theory.

The arrival process in the queuing model represents a par-
ticular message in the active tracking message flow (recall
Figure 5). The length of the message, crucial for signaling
link utilization, is selected from corresponding distribution
per message type (Figure 11). Initial seed of processes corre-
sponds to tracking settings: the number of processes equals
to the number of tracked users, all processes enter the model
in bursts, the time between bursts equals the burst delay.
Seeded arrival processes keep circulating in the model, de-
layed according to the particular message type distribution.

Each communication link is modeled as a queue with one
server that processes incoming messages with time of service

Figure 13: SS7Box working time distribution Time
between SMS and PSI messages (middle) is a sum of the
message processing time and T∆SMS delay, which was set to
10 seconds during the measurement. Observed data distri-
bution with mean 9.0854 seconds revealed an incorect imple-
mentation of the Timer module that truncates waiting time
to seconds. The same behavior gives rise to mean 119.9165
seconds in observed distribution for time between PSI and
SRI messages (bottom), that is under tracking interval value
set to 120 seconds.

equal to the ratio of message length and data rate. Signaling
link utilization is thus interpreted as utilization of server (ρ),
i.e., the proportion of the time the server is busy.

Network nodes are modeled as queues with unlimited num-
ber of servers thus no waiting time is applied. Service re-
sponse time of the server is distributed according to mea-
sured SRT distributions, described in Section 8.1. SS7Box
working times, T∆SMS time and tracking interval δ are mod-
eled in the same way.

8.3 Simulation Results
The dependency of signaling link utilization on the num-

ber of tracked users and tracking interval is depicted in Fig-
ure 15. As expected, shorter tracking interval together with

Figure 14: Simulation model
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Figure 15: Signaling link utilization Meshgrid com-
prises approximation between simulation output values (rep-
resented with round points). Dashed lines mark limiting
values of allowed utilization maximum ρmax. Every com-
bination of number of users and tracking interval with in-
tersection under these lines is viable. Additional simulation
parameters: T = 1 hour, T∆SMS = 10 sec., 5 users per burst,
1 sec. burst delay, 20 simulation runs. Values above 0.6 are
omitted because of ρmax = 0.4 (see Section 7.5).

Figure 16: TCAP dialogs utilization As number of
dialogs is a discrete value, intersections in meshgrid are in-
tegers, rounded up approximation between values of sim-
ulation output represented with big dots with 95% confi-
dence interval error bars. Additional simulation parameters:
T = 1 hour, T∆SMS = 10 sec., 5 users per burst, 1 sec. burst
delay, 20 simulation runs.

increasing number of tracked users causes higher utilization.
Utilization depends linearly on the number of tracked users
and is inversely proportional to the tracking interval.

Unlike signaling link utilization, the number of Transac-
tion Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) dialogs used si-
multaneously, i.e., the number of communication dialogs es-
tablished at the same time, is surprisingly not a concern
at all. The maximum number of concurrently established
outgoing dialogs was found to be 25 (see Figure 16). That
is about 80 times less than the number of outgoing dialogs
available (2048 maximum for the signaling card used).

Change of burst size does not affect the number of mes-
sages sent and thus utilization over the whole tracking du-
ration approaches the same value (see Figure 17). However,
the larger the burst size the larger the maximum number

Figure 17: Instantaneous link utilization (left) 5 users
per burst (right) 15 users per burst. Additional simulation
parameters: T = 1/2 hour, tracking interval δ = 90 sec.,
T∆SMS = 10 sec., 1000 users, 1 sec. burst delay.

Figure 18: Maximum SMS sent per minute Meshgrid
comprises approximation between result values (represented
with round points) simulated for combinations of burst size
and tracking interval parameters. Additional simulation pa-
rameters: T = 1 hour, T∆SMS = 10 sec., 1000 users, 1 sec.
burst delay.

of SMSes sent per minute (see Figure 18) because of the
change in instantaneous utilization smoothness. Therefore,
lower burst sizes are safer for the network in terms of GSM
limits described in Section 7.1.

8.4 Model Validation
To check the validity the results in Section 8.3, a com-

parison between real system measurement and theoretical
results was performed.

Results of the simulation were compared with measure-
ments taken from the Tektronix K1205 analyzer Erlang ap-
plication, that computes signaling link utilization on-line,
during real live tracking. Utilization has been simulated
with exactly the same input parameters as during the track-
ing recorded on the analyzer (i.e., 500 users, T=1 hour,
δ=120 seconds, burst size = 5 users, burst delay = 1 sec-
ond). The difference between simulated utilization (0.1494,
mean value from 100 runs) and measured utilization (0.1556)
found the simulation result relative error to 3,98%.

The Utilization Law [12] calculates utilization U of an
arbitrary device without any assumptions on inter-arrival
times or service times distribution as:

U =
Busy Time

Total Time
=

Throughput
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(

Completions

Total Time

)

×

Mean Service Time
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(

Busy Time

Completions

)

(1)
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The theoretical value of utilization during measured track-
ing, computed from this Utilization Law, equals 0.1596. This
result is about 2.51% and 6.39% higher than the measured
and the simulated utilization, respectively. This difference
is attributed to real user behavior: their migration between
local, rival and foreign mobile networks leads to lower num-
ber of sent messages (as described in Section 5.2) and thus
varying signaling link busy time, contrary to the assumption
of constant busy time used in the computation.

The assumptions on which the model is based are:
1) SS7Box working time distributions and network nodes
service response time distributions3 do not depend on track-
ing extent; 2) no other communication proceeds concur-
rently on the signaling link during the tracking; 3) ideal,
i.e., zero error condition on the signaling link.

The operation region of the model, established by the
measurement presented in Section 8.1, could be a source
of inaccuracy between simulation and a real, live measure-
ment on a bigger tracking extent (for example 2000 users).
Nevertheless, ignoring the assumption on service time values
invariability, and admitting the fact that one can hardly ex-
pect shortening of service times when tracking more users,
the potential increase of measured T values will definitely
not affect the key performance characteristics simulated:
signaling link utilization. This conclusion comes from the
closed simulation model: every new location retrieval of
a user can be provided if and only if the previous request
for the same user was processed. Thus, simulated utiliza-
tion in Figure 15 is the upper bound even if the T values
rise. Longer service time decrease the total Cell-ID retrievals
count (”Completions” in Equation 1) during the observa-
tion time, but with no effect on utilization (see Equation
1). Moreover, fewer SMS per minute will be sent, which is
favorable for the network. Although the number of dialogs,
opened at the same time, will rise because of the longer mes-
sage round-trip in the network, their total count available is
sufficient (see Section 7.2).

9. MODULARITY AND USE CASES
SS7Box enables easy replacement and addition of func-

tionality and thus makes it ideal for implementing proof-of-
concept and experimental telecommunication applications.

Rapid development of new signaling applications is facili-
tated by a modular software architecture and use of object-
oriented programming techniques. First, new functionality
is implemented using a new application module or modules
which can be debugged and then integrated easily into the
system by attaching the appropriate input queues, while the
rest of the system remains intact. Second, all system inte-
gration functionality is inherited from a module predecessor
already implemented, thus the developer can focus solely on
application logic. The complex task of signaling application
development is reduced to processing of well defined MAP
service message content. These principles reduce the amount
of code to add (see Figure 19) and allow for time-efficient
development – all applications described in this section were
developed in order of tens of man-days.

A basic application module is created by one C++ Class
which implements module management, application queue

3Note that measured service response time is highly depen-
dent on interconnected mobile network architecture, techni-
cal equipment and routing settings.

Figure 19: Functionality reuse in application devel-
opment Every new application easily reuses functionality
of existing modules. For example, the Mobile Location Pro-
tocol (MLP) application reuses the Query Cell-Id module
originally developed for the Tracker application.

attachment and module configuration. An external XML
configuration file provides high reconfigurability without need
of any changes in the source code. A finite state machine,
that processes messages for MAP dialogs, is also created in
form of a generic C++ class.

SS7Box has been tested by many implemented applica-
tions, including but not limited to the following.

9.1 Roaming Optimization
Foreign roaming clients (roamers) are a prominent focus

group for telco operators. The reason is that revenue from
roaming, a widely used service nowadays, contributes signif-
icantly to operators’ profit. This forms a highly competi-
tive environment in areas with two or more rival networks,
because, unlike the domestic clients of the home network,
roamers can switch the network freely in places where sig-
nal from the current network is lost and a rival network is
considered better. An essential precondition to finding the
reason for a roamer’s loss to a rival network is the knowledge
of areas where roamers leave a network [24].

Active network-based tracking is an essential method for
finding the last cell visited before a roamer is lost. First,
a terminal-based solution is infeasible for roamers due to ob-
vious deployment issues; the network-based approach works
for all roamers. Second, as active approach is crucial to ob-
tain exact transitions between cells, because the user-cell as-
sociation is not known (thus out of reach of passive tracking)
in GSM, unless the user crosses a Location Area boundary
or communicates with the network.

9.2 Non-standard Managed Roaming
Prevention

Managed Roaming (MR) is a way of network provider se-
lection control for users who are abroad, that is, out of their
home network. The goal of MR is to force the roaming users
to connect to networks of roaming partners (see Figure 20),
since they provide a favorable price of services.

A standard MR platform is placed in a user’s home net-
work and acts as a proxy in communication between the user’s
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Figure 20: Managed Roaming principle As the mobile
device usually selects available networks automatically, the
principle of MR is to temporarily reject signaling messages
for network change coming from non-preferred networks dur-
ing Location Update process at the network borders. User’s
mobile device then choose only non-blocked, allowed net-
works.

home HLR and host network VLR. This communication is
essential in the Location Update process between the net-
works of different providers. The MR platform repeatedly
denies Location Update requests from non-preferred host
networks and allows only preferred ones. A non-standard
MR platform aborts communication without a proper dialog
termination between the HLR and the VLR, which causes
problems and unexpected behavior of these core network
nodes.

The Managed Roaming Module implemented on SS7Box
is developed to protect the home network from non-standard
Managed Roaming platforms in foreign networks. All sig-
naling messages during home-to-host network change of for-
eign subscribers are redirected to SS7Box. They are pro-
cessed by the Managed Roaming Module and if they end
a non-standard way, they are automatically repeated until
a successful dialog termination occurs. Details about non-
standard Managed Roaming prevention can be found in [58];
commercial solutions are available too [51].

9.3 Mobile Location Protocol Module
The Mobile Location Protocol (MLP) [42] allows develop-

ers and service providers to use IP networks to communicate
with complex SS7 networks. MLP is application level proto-
col based on XML, standardized by Open Mobile Alliance.
A simple MLP request carried in a HTTP POST message
can trigger the complex procedure of subscriber localization
in a mobile network. The answer to the request is another
simple HTTP message carrying the MLP answer with the
location of the subscriber.

The MLP application module is implemented on SS7Box
platform by the open-source Mobile Location Protocol Li-
brary [57]. The module acts as a Gateway Mobile Location
Centre (GMLC), which is the central point of the Location
Based Services architecture in mobile networks [2]. GMLC
(often called Location Server) is interconnected both into
a SS7 signaling network of a cooperating mobile network
operator and into an IP environment with MLP protocol
(see Figure 21). The functionality of the MLP module is as
follows: After receiving an MLP request, the MLP module

first acquires the Cell-ID of the network cell where the sub-
scriber is present, using the QueryCellId module described
in Section 6.2. The Cell-ID value is then paired with geo-
graphical position of the corresponding BTS and location is
returned in the MLP answer.

9.4 Tracking Data-Active Subscribers
The location of a data-active subscriber can be easily de-

termined from a Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) with-
out the need to apply the message flow in Figure 5. A SGSN
is a key element in the data part of the GSM network, as all
customers using data connections from their mobile phones
communicate through it. Data connection is an active sig-
naling process. Thus the SGSN knows the subscriber’s ac-
tual Cell-ID.

For performance reasons, there is typically more than one
SGSN in the network. The conventional practice in commu-
nication with a SGSN is to query the HLR for the directly
querying of the SGSN serving the customer, and then to read
the location from the particular SGSN. As the number of
SGSNs used for the whole network is limited to a few units,
one may want to reduce the intensity of signaling messages
sent to the HLR by guessing the address of SGSN and asking
directly the selected SGSN. However this is a non-standard
procedure and even a GSM specialist cannot confirm its util-
ity without a practical trial. To study the usefulness of this
concept rapidly and cost-effectively, a new SS7Box module
was developed. The tests proved that the concept is viable
and decreases the signaling overhead by half.

9.5 Other Application Modules
The MTGW module (Mobile Terminated GateWay) re-

ceives SMS messages from the MSC module and stores them
in a database. It is designed to process large volumes of
SMS, greater than for example a mobile phone connected
to a computer could handle. It can receive SMS from arbi-
trary mobile operators, making it suitable for services such
as SMS voting.

The USSD module is designed to receive and send Un-
structured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) messages.
It redirects the USSD messages to other application mod-
ules that process them. USSD provides a standard and gen-
eral way to transmit textual information over GSM signaling
channels. It allows development of applications for legacy
devices, because all GSM phones support USSD messages
and menus [33] without any additional settings required.
Moreover, USSD communication is faster than an SMS and
is free of charge.

Figure 21: Mobile Location Protocol use case
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The Selfcare module implements a particular USSD-based
application that provides each network user a simple man-
agement interface to their own accounts in the network pro-
vider’s system [14]. Selfcare uses services of the underlying
USSD module. The Selfcare module produces USSD re-
sponses with a simple text menu to be displayed on the user’s
phone display. The menu items activate and deactivate ser-
vices for that particular user. Examples of such services are
prepaid account charging with prepaid card codes or inter-
active data services such as requests for weather forecasts.

10. SECURITY AND PRIVACY CONCERNS
In this section we present the SS7Box attributes with re-

spect to the traditional principles of information security —
confidentiality, integrity and availability.

A mobile’s location, including its Cell-ID form, is gener-
ally regarded as personal information. Thus, as the SS7Box
deals with the Cell-ID of mobile phone users, confidential-
ity and privacy concerns are very important. However, the
SS7Box is not a general tracking tool, but middleware. It
cannot ensure privacy by itself. The SS7Box safeguards that
only authorized staff and applications can work with sensi-
tive data, by means of a physical protection mechanism. The
SS7Box server is located in a secured perimeter protected by
firewalls and is accessible only from a private network, pos-
sessing a private IP address only.

Applications using SS7Box are responsible for appropri-
ate handling of sensitive data. Note that appropriate use
of location data is specified by a country’s legal system and
varies significantly from country to country. In the Czech
Republic it is based on both the national [13] and EU legis-
lation [23]. According to it, mobile operators are allowed to
process location data only to improve network functionality.
In other cases the data has to be provided and processed in
an anonymous form, or each tracked person must consent
to tracking and use of the data. Moreover, a simple way to
revoke consent and stop the tracking must exist.

For completeness, we provide a few security guidelines
for applications using the location data. Location data are
stored in a secure database server protected by SSPI authen-
tication. Whenever possible, aggregate data with no relation
to individuals are used. However, advanced anonymization
techniques must be adopted before use in commercial or re-
search applications. For location statistics, the “hitchhik-
ing approach” is suitable [53]. In case of individual user
data analyses the principles of k-anonymity [39, 25] and l-
diversity [38, 26] should be applied.

Because SS7Box is a research platform, neither availabil-
ity nor integrity is its main concern. Regarding availability,
the SS7Box protects itself against module software failure
by means of the management module and its recovery sce-
narios that allow restoring operation quickly and automati-
cally (see Section 6.2). As for hardware failures, the SS7Box
is ready for Dual Chassis installation [15], which supports
load-balancing and significantly increases fault tolerance.

A major source of SS7Box vulnerability (but obviously
also its strength) is its direct interconnection to a live SS7
signaling network. Consequently, a software bug in a SS7Box
module can potentially cause problems in the GSM network.
We minimize the risk by careful design of key modules’ ac-
ceptance tests. Moreover, every new module functionality is
validated against test network nodes prior to a live deploy-
ment.

11. DISCUSSION
We have shown that network-based active tracking is vi-

able for user-mobility data acquisition. We have validated
the practical performance limits of the tracking application
using real network measurements as well as using a simu-
lated model and by theoretical evaluation. We showed that
it is feasible to track thousands of subscribers with a pe-
riod in the order of minutes, using a lean, non-intrusive and
cost-effective modular signaling platform. This modular ar-
chitecture allows for ease and speed of prototyping a number
of new network applications, thus offering an alternative to
complex, heavy-weight proprietary system solutions.

We implemented the Cell-ID localization and tracking into
a GSM network. However, the concept is applicable gener-
ally to any cellular network with HLR and VLR functionality
and a signaling protocol similar to SS7 MAP.

3G and 4G mobile networks like UMTS and LTE are back-
ward compatible with GSM networks with respect to local-
ization. They are all cell-based and use similar methods
to localize a user. Besides control plane methods (Cell-ID,
U-TDOA, A-GNSS) which use information and measure-
ments coming from radio network [5, 7], LTE introduces
also user plane localization [2] based on Secure User Plane
Location [43].

The replacement of contemporary GSM/EDGE/UMTS
network with LTE will take time and LTE will be adopted
most likely in large cities first. With a focus on country-wide
mobility measurement, large-scale GSM solution usable ev-
erywhere and working today is a useful alternative. Consid-
ering the emerging network architecture of IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS), the SS7Box solution will still be relevant
because SS7 signaling plays a dominant role in the process
of IMS adoption [36].

Several heuristics are applicable to the proposed tracking
mechanism. In principle, one can start to actively track only
mobile (moving) users, because the change of the Location
Area is maintained by the core network and this trigger is
redirected to SS7Box. Nevertheless, a significant drawback
rests in the size of Location Areas since they consist of tens
of cells covering broad area, and the user will be noticed
only at the Location Area border. To overcome this, the
tracking interval can be exponentially increased if a user is
judged to be immobile (the same Cell-ID retrieved) to save
valuable bandwidth resources.

With rapid proliferation of terminal-based solutions, the
future of network-based tracking may be questionable. While
terminal-based solutions focus more on applications benefit-
ing the individual user, more complex applications requir-
ing aggregate data or applications where user participation
may be difficult, are better served with a network-based
approach. These include network diagnostics, crime pre-
vention [48], emergency services, energy consumption con-
trol, urban planning, transport management and sociological
studies. Other applications benefit indirectly from network-
based localization, such as those requiring real-time user
context for boosting performance (e.g. speech recogniti-
on [55]).

The determining factor for adoption of network-based so-
lutions will be their cost-effectiveness, where our platform
proves the feasibility of a lean solution. Of course, provable
protection of privacy and against malicious abuse will be the
key to reassure mobile subscribers.
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